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Mission 

1. To inspire and educate children to live as disciples of Christ. 
2. To deepen children’s faith and Biblical education, and encourage real-life          

application of Biblical teachings. 
3. To foster the development of meaningful, happy memories at church so our            

children grow up to be lifelong, active church members. 
4. To practice radical hospitality, passionate worship, intentional (and age         

appropriate) faith development, risk-taking mission and service (at a local,          
regional and global scale), and extravagant generosity 

 
Safety and Security 

 
NEW Safety Feature 

We now have a walkie talkie in the nursery on Sunday mornings that allows a volunteer to                 
immediately contact a Trustee and an off duty police officer on campus in case of emergency.                
Simply turn the walkie talkie on until you see the word “Welcome” on the screen, put the                 
earpiece in your ear, and push the button on the wire to the earpiece to talk. Help will be on the                     
way! 
 

Safe Sanctuary 
Memorial United Methodist Church practices Safe Sanctuary, meaning that all volunteers have            
background checks, training, and follow some basic practices to ensure the safety of our              
children. There must always be two adults present. If you are volunteering and your volunteer               
partner has not yet arrived, require a parent to stay with you until they do. If someone does not                   
show up, please call Erin and we’ll make adjustments. 
 

Check-In System 
Every child must be signed in, and they will have a sticker on showing that they belong in that                   
class at that time. As outlined later, one volunteer will check to ensure each child has a sticker,                  
is signed in for the right class, and at pick-up time, that volunteer will also check to make sure                   
only an adult with the sticker matching that child’s picks them up. 
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Stickers should have, in addition to the child’s name and class, emergency contact numbers              
that would reach their parents during the time they are with you and any important medical                
information, such as allergies. Please check to make sure that information is there as the child                
is dropped off, and if it’s not, please get that info and leave it at the check-in desk so Erin can                     
enter it before the following week. You should call the parents if you have cause for concern; if a                   
child seems unwell, is uncontrollable, or inconsolable for a longer period of time than seems               
reasonable. If you’re uncomfortable making the call, you may try and contact Erin. She is often                
teaching at 10:00 on Sundays, and you may need to send someone to alert her. 
 

Emergency Contact 
If you have a problem that cannot be handled by the volunteers in your room without support,                 
please call Erin at 864-979-6542. This number will be posted or in the classroom binder in all                 
classrooms. If a child is ill or injured, and it is not life-threatening but it does require immediate                  
attention (for the safety and health of that child or of others), call the parent/guardian. If it is a                   
true medical emergency, call 911, gather all possible helpers from the immediate area, and alert               
Erin and the parent/guardian asap! A red First Aid backpack is located in the Strait Room and                 
should be carried with a class that goes outside of the FLC. 
 

Allergies 
Many of our children have serious allergies. They should have that information on their sticker               
and on their roster, but if you plan to serve a snack, be sure to have it in view when parents                     
drop their children off and let each parent know your plan, to be sure it’s safe for all children.                   
MUMC is a peanut-free church. 
 

Discipline 
All children should feel welcome and accepted at church. However, not all behavior is welcome               
and acceptable, and structure and enforcement of rules will make programs better for every              
child. 
 
Children must be respectful to their teachers and to each other at all times. As brothers and                 
sisters in Christ, we are called to love one another and that is the only acceptable behavior at                  
church (and children will need reminders of this).  
 
Respect means: 

● Listening to teachers 
● Obeying teachers 
● Using kind words with everyone 
● Church is a bully-free zone. Not one unkind word will be tolerated here, because this               

should be the one place everyone can count on feeling loved and accepted. We must all                
carry that out into the world with us, too. 

  



Any child who has consistent problems with this during any children’s program will have              
the following escalating consequences: 
 

1. Verbal Correction: tell the child what behavior they need to change, and if necessary,              
explain why.  

For example, “Jane, you cannot make fun of Sue, or anyone. Ever. We only say               
supportive things at church. That rule is for everyone all the time, meaning you              
do it for everyone, and everyone else does it for you too. Church should be a                
place we all know we are loved and accepted. We support each other here.” 
 

2. Warning of a Consequence: tell the child that they are still doing/not doing what you               
already told them to do/not do, and tell them what will happen if they have to be                 
corrected again. Depending on the child and the problem, choose an appropriate            
consequence if they require correction on the same issue one more time. “Make the              
punishment fit the crime”. If they are talking to their friend, for example, the consequence               
may be separating the two. For general issues of disobedience, these two general             
consequences often apply and are effective: 

 
a. removing the child from the activity for a “time out” (either tell them for how long                

or say, “Until you are willing to…”); or  
b. telling their parents about the problem 

 
Make it clear that they are in charge of what happens next. If they get the consequence,                 
that is because they did not behave acceptably. It is not your choice, but theirs. 
 

3. Consequence: if you tell a child you will bring a consequence, you have to do it.  
a. Always make the consequence logical and reasonable, and never raise your           

voice (unless to address an immediate safety issue) or show anger. When the             
consequence is carried out, and the behavior corrected, be warm and welcoming            
and move on. 

b. Try not to even feel anger toward a child. Instead, try to act with compassion, and                
figure out why they aren’t behaving. Are they feeling left out? Mistreated? Are             
they sad, upset, or angry? Why? Going to this extra effort tells the child it is their                 
behavior at that moment you don’t like, but you love them. You can say those               
words if appropriate, especially to the child who misbehaves because they feel            
disliked by someone or mistreated. 

c. Though we practice loving discipline here, we do not tolerate disruptive or            
disrespectful behavior. If we did, every child present would suffer, as would the             
quality of the experience. 

 
4. Another Consequence: If you have tried all other options, you will have to escalate the               

consequence or notify the child that someone else will do so.  



a. Their parents should absolutely be notified at this point, again, with the emphasis             
being on your love for the child, but inability to accept their behavior in that               
instance. Make sure the parents don’t feel they or their child is unwelcome, but              
instead, enlist their support in getting the desired results. 

b. If the parents are notified and the problem continues, make sure Erin knows             
about it and can continue to address it. 

 
 

Important policies for all Children’s Ministry Volunteers  
(excepting Children’s Welcome Team) 

 
● Volunteers must arrive ten minutes prior to the designated start time. 
● Children must be supervised at all times. No parent may leave a child a classroom               

without two teachers present or let a child walk up to the classroom alone. 
● Each child should be warmly welcomed (by name). At drop off/pick up times, one              

volunteer should stand at the door to greet children while the other cares for/supervises              
the children. This may not always be possible, particularly in infant/walker nursery where             
all hands may be needed for child care; just do the best you can and ask parents to wait                   
for you to verify check-in before they leave.  

● At arrival, the volunteer who is greeting children should ensure a child is properly              
checked in, wearing their sticker, and the sticker properly lists the activity they’re being              
dropped off for. At pick-up time, that volunteer should check to ensure parents and              
caregivers have the corresponding sticker to pick up their child. If they do no not, they                
will have to definitively demonstrate they have the valid right to pick up that child.  

● Parents will be instructed that they must pick their children up by 50 minutes after the                
hour. This is done out of respect for the volunteers caring for their children, who may be                 
going on to the next service, or have other plans.  

● If you cannot fulfill a scheduled volunteer commitment, please try to find your own              
replacement, and let Erin know. 

 
 

Program-Specific Volunteer Information 
 

Children’s Welcome Team 
A Children’s Welcome volunteer serves from 8:50-9:10, 9:50-10:10 and 10:50-11:10 on their            
day of service. Volunteers will report to the check-in kiosk at the desk near the nursery                
hall/stairs. The station should always be set up and ready for entry of children’s names when                
you arrive, but sometimes the system loses connection, so be familiar with how to reset the                
printer and open the app. All children up to 5th grade must check-in to all programs. As the                  
Welcome Team Volunteer, you will have two primary duties:  
 

● Assist all parents/children with check in 



○ Have parents or children type their names in, while you watch and assist as              
needed. This is helpful, particularly if you don’t know every family that checks in.              
Also, it ensures most families will be able to independently check in, should they              
ever find the station unattended (for example, if the Children’s Welcome Team            
volunteer is showing a visitor where their room is located). 

○ The system “learns”, so after a child is checked into a program once, the program               
will suggest the same program by checking the box for that activity and waiting              
for verification. Make sure this is what they really want. 

○ The MOST likely error in check-in will be someone checking for the right class,              
but the wrong time, most frequently 9:00 Sunday School. There is, of course, no              
such thing, but when a family checks in close to 9:00, that is the default the                
system chooses for elementary age kids.  

○ There may be issues with wi-fi. If possible, alert Erin to this issue. If you cannot                
get the system online, there will always be pre-printed check-in stickers that can             
be filled out by hand. These are located at the Check-In desk in the FLC hallway,                
and have a top and a bottom with corresponding numbers just like the printed              
check-in stickers so only the appropriate adult can pick up the child. 

○ If the tablet says “not connected to a printer”, wait a second, and if it doesn’t                
resolve, hit the setup button at the bottom of the sign-in screen, and select a               
printer. There will be two label printers set up on Sunday morning and evening.              
Be sure to select the right one by looking at the serial number on the bottom of                 
the label printer. 

○ If someone is entering their child in the system for the first time, have them put                
name, any relevant medical info, and emergency contact number, and unless           
they are a one-time guest, give them one of the information forms and liability              
waivers to take with them and complete. Ask them to return the form to the               
Check In desk at pickup. The full information will be entered by Erin before the               
following Sunday.  

● Welcome. Make sure each and every child knows we are glad they are here. 
○ Currently, name badges cannot be altered to recognize a first-time visitor.           

Instead, some colorful stickers will be at check-in. The Children’s Welcome Team            
Volunteer should add a sticker to the child’s badge to celebrate their first visit.              
(Coming soon: Children’s Welcome Bags). If a guest would like a tour or to be               
walked to their room, either leave your station briefly to show them where to go,               
or if at all possible, direct them to Erin, who will be at the check-in table in the                  
gym at 9:00. It’s also always nice to ask a child the visitor’s age to show them                 
around and make them feel welcome if that’s possible. 

 
Infant/Walker Nursery 

This meets in the 2’s classroom on the FLC Hallway. As with any children’s volunteer service,                
arrive ten minutes early and be sure to check stickers and welcome children. Also be sure you                 
know which bag belongs to each child so you can locate diapers, snacks, and other items you                 
may need. 



 
When keeping nursery, always: 

● Ensure safety first, keeping a close eye on all children; 
● Feel free to use entertaining items on the Sunday School shelf in the closet, such as                

bubbles, crayons and coloring pages, and Play Doh (careful kids don’t track it on the               
carpet). 

● Check all diapers before your shift ends and change them as needed; 
● Clean up, or supervise the children cleaning up, at the end of your shift; and 
● Take out the trash after the 11:00 service, or sooner if needed due to odor. 

 
Children in this age group do not yet have regular Sunday School, but there is an orange box in                   
the closet called “Play n’ Worship”. If you have some interested children and are able, just pull a                  
lesson out of the Play N’ Worship box and read the story to the children, show them the colorful                   
accompanying images, pop in the music DVD, and/or do one or more of the activities suggested                
on the back page of the leaflet. No preparation required. Play N’ Worship is designed to be                 
repeated several weeks in a row with different activities each time to encourage retention, so               
don’t worry if you don’t know what was done another week. Just excite the children with some                 
introductory Bible stories. In addition to the music DVD, there is a story DVD we can purchase if                  
it would be used.  
 

Preschool Nursery/Sunday School 
This meets in the 3’s classroom on the FLC Hallway. As with any children’s volunteer service,                
arrive ten minutes early and be sure to check stickers and welcome children.  
 
When keeping Preschool Nursery/Sunday School, always: 

● Ensure safety first, keeping a close eye on all children; 
● Feel free to use entertaining items on the Sunday School shelf in the closet, such as                

bubbles, crayons and coloring pages, and Play Doh (careful kids don’t track it on the               
carpet). Snacks are provided for Sunday night and should typically not be distributed at              
10:00. 

● Remind children to use the potty as needed; 
● Clean up, or supervise the children cleaning up, at the end of your shift; and 
● Take out the trash after Sunday School, or sooner if needed due to odor. 

 
The United Methodist Church’s Discipleship Ministries created a valuable guide on both the             
scripture knowledge and faith development goals a child should develop at every age called              
What Every Child Should Experience - A Guide for Leaders and Teachers in United Methodist               
Congregations by Melanie C. Gordon. This will be our guide for Preschool curriculum this year               
(see attached excerpt from this publication). Each week, Sunday morning and Sunday night,             
preschool children will learn one of the scripture determined important for their age until they’ve               
been introduced to them all. The faith development steps will be interwoven into the lessons               
throughout the year. 
 



The Sunday School lesson for the 10:00 hour will be sent to teachers in advance, and a copy                  
left in the classroom on Sunday morning along with all needed supplies. 
 

Rotation Sunday School 
Children will experience the same story for two or more weeks in a row, exploring the story in a                   
different way each week. This model requires two types of volunteers, Shepherds and Rotation              
Teachers. 
 

● Shepherds 
○ Mission: Stay with one age group (K-5/1st/2nd, or 3rd/4th/5th), focusing on           

creating an emotionally and physically safe environment, with “Love your          
neighbor as yourself” as the primary rule. 

○ Responsibilities:  
■ 9:50am - 10:00am The pick-up location will be written on the whiteboard            

outside your classroom. Make sure parents learn to look for it there, and             
are instructed to pick their children up at their rotation location. One            
Shepherd will oversee opening activities with the kids while the other           
greets children/checks stickers at the door. These activities are contained          
in a blue basket in the room. There are a variety of worksheets gathered              
from previous weeks’ Children’s Worship Bags.  

■ 10:00am - 10:10am Welcome the children, introduce yourself, and begin          
the lesson. There will be a name tag for your use in the pocket of the                
binder. Give a piece of candy to all children who bring their Bible to              
church with them that week (a bag will be in your classroom). Please be              
allergy aware. Erin will try to find candy that meets all allergy            
requirements, but there may be two kinds if you have multiple children            
with allergies in your class who must have different accommodation.          
Teach the theme/story. Since you're doing the same story for two or more             
weeks in a row, here's a suggested pattern for how to make it fresh each               
week: 

● Week 1 - Read the story to the children and briefly discuss. 
● Week 2 - Have the children find the text in their Bibles. For             

classes with readers, have one or more volunteers read the text           
aloud. 

● Week 3 (if there is one) - Have the children paraphrase the story             
and tell it to you. Correct or prompt if necessary. Then ask them             
quiz questions to show their understanding. 

■ 10:10am - 10:50am Take the children to their rotation lesson of the week.             
Shepherds remain with their class throughout the Rotation lesson,         
supporting the activity and maintaining order. They will also be          
responsible for matching parent/child stickers at pickup and staying until          
all children are picked up. 



○ Resources: The lesson will be e-mailed to you in advance, and also printed and              
placed in the room.  

○ Duration of Commitment: Shepherding is a school-year long commitment.         
Shepherds will serve 2-3 weeks in a row, followed by a break. 

 
● Rotation Teacher 

○ Mission: To enrich Bible-based lessons through an engaging activity. Rotation          
Teachers enthusiastically share one or more of their individual gifts with the            
children, whether that is art, drama, cooking, gym play, missions, legos, science,            
or others.  

○ Responsibilities: Teach a different age group each week for two weeks from            
10:10-10:50. Deepen a child’s understanding of the lesson, and to build strong,            
positive memories at church. Rotation stations, in their diversity, may appeal to            
those who have never volunteered in Children’s Ministry before. The more           
participation we have from diversely talented adults, the richer the program           
grows. 

○ Resources: Your lesson will be e-mailed to you in advance, with instructions on             
any preparation you may need to do. You’ll repeat this lesson each week with a               
different age group. 

○ Duration of Commitment: Rotation Teachers make a school-year long         
commitment to serve for two weeks at a time, followed by a break.  

 
Sunday Night - Preschool 

This class will meet in the 3’s classroom on the FLC Hallway on Sunday nights during the                 
school year from 5:00-6:30. Please arrive ten minutes early and be ready to greet children and                
ensure they are checked in and wearing their sticker. The nightly schedule is as follows: 
 

Play/welcome: 5:00-5:15 
Story Time with Pastor Joe: 5:15-5:30 

Bible Story Activities (games, crafts, etc.): 5:30-5:45 
Snack: 5:45-6:00 
Play: 6:00-6:30 

 
The United Methodist Church’s Discipleship Ministries created a valuable guide on both the             
scripture knowledge and faith development goals a child should develop at every age called              
What Every Child Should Experience - A Guide for Leaders and Teachers in United Methodist               
Congregations by Melanie C. Gordon. This will be our guide for 3’s/4’s curriculum this year (see                
attached excerpt from this publication). Each week, Sunday morning and Sunday night,            
preschool children will learn one of the scripture determined important for their age until they’ve               
been introduced to them all. The faith development steps will be interwoven into the lessons               
throughout the year. 
 



The Sunday Night Preschool lesson will be sent to teachers in advance, and a copy left in the                  
classroom on Sunday night along with all needed supplies. 
 
 
 

Sunday Night - Elementary 
We will meet on Sunday nights in the Strait Room from 5:00-6:30 during the school year,                
following the Greenville County Schools calendar. 
 
There is little preparation needed for this important volunteer opportunity. Erin will lead choir,              
Bible study, and missions, and will need support of one or more active volunteers to keep order                 
and execute activities. 
 
 
Thank you, Volunteers! We truly cannot do this without you. You are part of 

making a lasting impact on our children’s faith development. 


